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Abstract
Learning of recursive functions refutably informally means that for every recursive function,
the learning machine has either to learn this function or to refute it, that is to signal that it is
not able to learn it. Three modi of making precise the notion of refuting are considered. We
show that the corresponding types of learning refutably are of strictly increasing power, where
already the most stringent of them turns out to be of remarkable topological and algorithmical
richness. Furthermore, all these types are closed under union, though in di2erent strengths. Also,
these types are shown to be di2erent with respect to their intrinsic complexity; two of them do
not contain function classes that are “most di7cult” to learn, while the third one does. More-
over, we present several characterizations for these types of learning refutably. Some of these
characterizations make clear where the refuting ability of the corresponding learning machines
comes from and how it can be realized, in general.
For learning with anomalies refutably, we show that several results from standard learning
without refutation stand refutably. From this we derive some hierarchies for refutable learning.
Finally, we prove that in general one cannot trade stricter refutability constraints for more liberal
learning criteria.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The basic scenario in learning theory informally consists in that a learning machine
has to learn some unknown object based on certain information, that is the machine
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creates one or more hypotheses which eventually converge to a more or less correct
and complete description of the object. In learning refutably the main goal is more
involved. Here, for every object from a given universe, the learning machine has either
to learn the object or to refute it, that is to “signal” if it is incapable to learn this object.
This approach is philosophically motivated by Popper’s logic of scienti)c discovery
(testability, falsifyability, refutability of scienti)c hypotheses), see [33,25] for a more
detailed discussion. Moreover, this approach has also some rather practical implications.
Indeed, if the learning machine informs a user of its inability to learn a certain object,
then the user can react upon this inability, by modifying the machine, by changing the
space of hypotheses, or by weakening the learning requirements, for example.
A crucial point of learning refutably is to formally de)ne how the machine is allowed
or required to refute a non-learnable object. In the ground-breaking paper by Mukouchi
and Arikawa [30] it is required that refuting takes place in a “one shot” manner, that
is, if after some )nite amount of time, the machine comes to the conclusion that it
is not able to learn the object under consideration, then it outputs a special “refuting
symbol” and stops the learning process forever. Two weaker possibilities of refuting
are based on the following observation. Suppose that at some time, the machine feels
unable to learn the unknown object and signals this by outputting the refuting symbol.
Nevertheless, this time the machine keeps trying to learn this object. It may happen that
the information it further receives contains a new evidence which leads to changing
its mind about its inability to learn the object. Of course, this process of “alternations”
can repeat. And it may end in learning the object. Or it may end in refuting it by
never revising the machine’s belief in its inability to learn the object, or, equivalently,
by forever outputting the refuting symbol from some point on. Or, )nally, there may
be in)nitely many such alternations between trying to learn and believing that this is
impossible. In our paper, we will allow and study all three of these modes of learning
refutably.
Our universe is the class R of all recursive functions, i.e., all computable functions
being de)ned everywhere. The basic learning criterion used will be Ex, learning in the
limit, see De)nition 1. We then consider the following types of learning refutably:
RefEx, where refuting a non-learnable function takes place in the one-shot manner
described above (see De)nition 5).
WRefEx, where both learning and refuting are limiting processes, that is on every
function from the universe, the learning machine converges either to a correct hy-
pothesis for this function or to the refuting symbol, see De)nition 6 (W stands for
“weak”).
RelEx, where a function is considered as being refuted if the learning machine
outputs the refuting symbol in%nitely often on this function, see De)nition 7 (Rel
stands for “reliable”, since this type coincides with the so-called reliable learning, as
we shall see below).
As it immediately follows from the de)nitions of all these types of learning refutably,
every function from our universe will indeed either be learned or be refuted by every
machine that learns refutably. In other words, it can not happen that such a machine
converges to an incorrect hypothesis, see Correctness Lemma below. Thus, this lemma
can be viewed as a justi)cation for the above approaches of refutable learning.
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We then show that these types of learning refutably are of strictly increasing power,
see Theorem 16. Already the most stringent of them, RefEx, turns out to be of re-
markable topological and algorithmical richness (cf. Proposition 11 and Corollary 30).
Furthermore, all of these learning types are closed under union, Proposition 18, where
RefEx and WRefEx, on the one hand, and RelEx, on the other hand, do not behave
completely analogous. Such a di2erence can also be exhibited with respect to the so-
called intrinsic complexity; actually, both RefEx and WRefEx do not contain function
classes that are “most di7cult” to learn, while RelEx does contain such classes, see
Theorems 26 and 27, respectively. Moreover, we present several characterizations for
our types of learning refutably. Speci)cally, some of these characterizations make it
clear where the refuting ability of the corresponding learning machines comes from
and how it can be realized, in general (cf. Theorems 39 and 44).
Besides pure Ex-learning refutably we also consider Ex-learning with anomalies as
well as Bc-learning with anomalies refutably (cf. De)nitions 49 and 50). We show
that many results from standard learning without refutation stand refutably. From this
we derive several hierarchies for refutable learning, thereby solving an open problem
from [23], see Corollaries 56 and 67. Moreover, we prove that, in general, one cannot
trade a stricter refutability constraint for a more liberal learning criterion (cf. Corollary
71 and Theorem 72).
Since the pioneering paper [30] learning with refutation has attracted much atten-
tion. The line initiated by Mukouchi and Arikawa [30], i.e., studying learning with
refutation for indexed families of languages, was also applied to learning of elemen-
tary formal systems in [31]. As a consequence of this model, if an indexed family of
recursive languages can be refutably learned from text then this class cannot contain
any in)nite language. This limitation led Lange and Watson [25] to consider a more
tolerant approach. In their model a refuting learning machine is no longer required to
refute every text describing a language outside the class to be learned. Instead, the
machine has to refute only such texts containing a )nite sample being not contained
in any language from the class to be learned. This indeed leads to a richer spectrum
of indexed families of recursive languages that are learnable with the so-called jus-
ti)ed refutation. Jain [18] then generalized the study in two directions. First, classes
of arbitrary recursively enumerable languages were considered. Second, the learning
machine was allowed either to refute or to learn unrepresentative texts. For a nat-
ural interpretation of “unrepresentative”, the power of the justi)ed refutation model
has been shown to reach the power of the unrestricted model of learning languages
from text.
Learning functions with refutation was considered by Miyahara [29] for indexed
classes of primitive recursive functions. For arbitrary classes of arbitrary recursive
functions, an alternative approach has been developed and studied by Jantke [20] and
Grieser [17]. In a sense, their approach is orthogonal to ours. Actually, on the one hand,
their model allows to learn richer classes than we can. On the other hand, in certain
cases every machine that learns such a richer class converges to incorrect hypotheses
on in)nitely many functions outside this class, whereas in our approach the Correctness
Lemma guarantees that no machine converges incorrectly on whatever function from
the universe.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary notations and def-
initions, as well as the Correctness Lemma. Section 3 deals with Ex-learning refutably.
In Section 4, we consider Ex- and Bc-learning with anomalies refutably.
2. Notation and preliminaries
Recursion-theoretic concepts not explained below are treated in [35]. N denotes the
set of natural numbers. Furthermore, i :− j is de)ned as follows:
i−˙j =
{
i − j if i ¿ j;
0 otherwise:
Let ∈; ⊆; ⊂; ⊇; ⊃, respectively, denote the membership, subset, proper subset, su-
perset and proper superset relations for sets. The empty set is denoted by ∅. We let
card(S) denote the cardinality of the set S. The minimum and maximum of a set S
are denoted by min(S) and max(S), respectively. We take max(∅) to be 0 and min(∅)
to be ∞.
〈· ; ·〉 denotes a 1–1 computable mapping from pairs of natural numbers onto N.
1; 2 are the corresponding projection functions. 〈· ; ·〉 is extended to n-tuples of natural
numbers in a natural way. , with or without subscripts, superscripts, primes and the
like, ranges over partial functions. If 1 and 2 are both unde)ned on input x, then, we
take 1(x)=2(x). We say that 1⊆2 i2 for all x in the domain of 1, 1(x)=2(x).
We let domain() and range(), respectively, denote the domain and range of the
partial function . (x)↓ and (x)=↓ both denote that (x) is de)ned and (x)↑ as
well as (x)=↑ stand for (x) is unde)ned. We identify a partial function  with its
graph {(x; (x)) | x∈domain()}.
For r∈N, the r-extension of  denotes the function f de)ned as follows:
f(x) =
{
(x) if x ∈ domain();
r otherwise:
We write r-ext() for the r-extension of . R denotes the class of all recursive func-
tions, i.e., total computable functions with arguments and values from N. By R0;1 we
denote the class of all recursive functions with range contained in {0; 1}. C and S,
with or without subscripts, superscripts, primes and the like, range over subsets of R.
For C⊆R, we let QC denote R\C. P denotes the class of all partial recursive functions
over N. f; g; h and F , with or without subscripts, superscripts, primes and the like,
range over recursive functions unless otherwise speci)ed.
A computable numbering (or just numbering) is a partial recursive function of two
arguments. For a numbering  (· ; ·), we use  i to denote the function x: (i; x). In other
words,  i is the function computed by the program i in the numbering  .  and % range
over numberings. P denotes the set of partial recursive functions in the numbering
 , i.e., P ={ i | i∈N}. We set R ={ i | i∈N&  i∈R}. That is, R stands for the
set of all recursive functions in the numbering  . A numbering  is called one-to-one
i2  i =  j for any distinct i; j. Hence, for any ∈P , there is exactly one  -index
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i such that  i=. ’ denotes a %xed acceptable programming system (cf. [35]). We
write ’i for the partial recursive function computed by program i in the ’-system.
We let  be an arbitrary Blum [5] complexity measure associated with the acceptable
programming system ’; many such measures exist for any acceptable programming
system. We assume without loss of generality that i(x)¿x, for all i; x. ’i; s is de)ned
as follows:
’i;s(x) =
{
’i(x) if x ¡ s and i(x) ¡ s;
↑ otherwise:
A class C⊆R is said to be recursively enumerable i2 there exists an r.e. set X such
that C={’i | i∈X }. For any non-empty recursively enumerable class C, there exists a
recursive function f such that C={’f(i) | i∈N}.
A function g is said to be an accumulation point of a class C⊆R i2 g∈R and
(∀n∈N) (∃f∈C)[(∀x6n)[g(x)=f(x)]&f = g]. Note that the accumulation point may
or may not belong to the class. For C⊆R, we let Acc(C)={g | g is an accumulation
point of C}.
The quanti)er ∀∞ denotes for all but )nitely many; that is, (∀∞x)[P(x)] means
card({x | ¬P(x)})¡∞. The following functions and classes are commonly consi-
dered below. Zero is the everywhere 0 function, i.e., Zero(x)=0, for all x∈N.
FINSUP={f | (∀∞x)[f(x)=0]} denotes the class of all recursive functions of )nite
support.
2.1. Function identi%cation
We )rst describe inductive inference machines. We assume that the graph of a
function is fed to a machine in canonical order.
For a partial function  such that (x) is de)ned for all x¡n, we write [n]
for the set {(x; (x)) | x¡n}, the )nite initial segment of  of length n. Clearly,
[0] denotes the empty segment. SEG denotes the set of all )nite initial segments,
i.e., {f[n] |f∈R& n∈N}. Furthermore, we set SEG0;1={f[n] |f∈R0;1 & n∈N}. We
let ;  and , with or without subscripts, superscripts, primes and the like, range
over SEG.  denotes the empty segment. We assume some computable ordering
of the elements of SEG. Thus, one can talk about recursively enumerable subsets
of SEG and comparison among members of SEG, that is ¡, if  appears be-
fore  in this ordering. Similarly one can talk about the least element of a subset
of SEG.
Let || denote the length of . Thus, |f[n]|=n, for every total function f and all
n∈N. If ||¿n, then we let [n] denote {(x; (x)) | x¡n}. An inductive inference
machine (IIM) is an algorithmic device that computes a total mapping from SEG
into N (cf. [15]). Since the set of all )nite initial segments, SEG, can be coded
onto N, we can view these machines as taking natural numbers as input and emitting
natural numbers as output. We say that M(f) converges to i (written: M(f)↓= i)
i2 (∀∞n)[M(f[n])= i]; M(f) is unde)ned if no such i exists. The next de)nitions
describe several criteria of function identi)cation.
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Denition 1 (Gold [15]). Let f∈R and let M be an IIM.
(a) M Ex-identi%es f (written: f∈Ex(M)) just in case there exists an i∈N such
that M(f)↓= i and ’i=f.
(b) M Ex-identi%es C i2 M Ex-identi)es each f∈C.
(c) Ex={C⊆R | (∃M)[C⊆Ex(M)]}.
By the de)nition of convergence, only )nitely many data points from a function
f have been observed by an IIM M at the (unknown) point of convergence. Hence,
some form of learning must take place in order for M to learn f. For this reason,
hereafter the terms identify, learn and infer are used interchangeably.
Denition 2 (B QarzdiSnTs [2], and Case and Smith [10]). Let f∈R and let M be an IIM.
(a) M Bc-identi%es f (written: f∈Bc(M)) i2, for all but )nitely many n∈N, M(f[n])
is a program for f, i.e., ’M(f[n])=f.
(b) M Bc-identi%es C i2 M Bc-identi)es each f∈C.
(c) Bc={C⊆R | (∃M)[C⊆Bc(M)]}.
Denition 3 (Minicozzi [28] and Blum and Blum [6]). Let M be an IIM.
(a) M is reliable i2 for all f∈R, M(f)↓⇒M Ex-identi)es f.
(b) M RelEx-identi%es C (written: C⊆RelEx(M)) i2 M is reliable and M Ex-
identi)es C.
(c) RelEx={C⊆R | (∃M)[M RelEx-identi)es C]}.
Thus, intuitively, a machine is reliable if it does not converge on functions it fails to
identify. For further references on reliable learning besides [28,6], see [22,16,25,41,8].
Denition 4. NUM={C | (∃C′ |C⊆C′⊆R)[C′ is recursively enumerable]}.
For references on inductive inference within NUM, the set of all recursively enu-
merable classes and their subclasses, the reader is referred to [15,3,12]. For references
surveying the general theory of learning recursive functions, we refer the reader to
[1,6,10,11,23,32,19].
2.2. Learning refutably
In this subsection we introduce learning with refutation. The idea is that the learn-
ing machine should “refute” functions which it does not identify. We consider three
versions of refutation based on how the machine is required to refute a function. First,
we need to extend the de)nition of IIM to allow a machine to output a special symbol
⊥. Thus, now an IIM is a mapping from SEG to N∪{⊥}. Convergence of an IIM on
a function can be de)ned as before (where a machine may now converge to a natural
number or to ⊥).
Denition 5. Let M be an IIM. M RefEx-identi%es a class C (written: C⊆
RefEx(M)) i2 the following conditions are satis)ed:
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(a) C⊆Ex(M).
(b) For all f∈Ex(M), for all n, M(f[n]) =⊥.
(c) For all f∈R such that f ∈Ex(M), there exists an n such that (∀m¡n)[M(f[m])
=⊥] and (∀m¿n)[M(f[m])=⊥].
Intuitively, for RefEx-identi)cation, the IIM M outputs the special symbol ⊥ on
input function f to indicate that it is not going to Ex-identify f.
The following generalization of RefEx places less restrictive constraint on how the
machine refutes a function. WRef below stands for weak refutation.
Denition 6. Let M be an IIM. M WRefEx-identi%es a class C (written: C⊆
WRefEx(M)) i2 the following conditions are satis)ed:
(a) C⊆Ex(M).
(b) For all f∈R such that f ∈Ex(M), M(f)↓=⊥.
For weakly refuting a function, the machine just needs to converge to the refutation
symbol ⊥. Before convergence, it may change its mind )nitely many times whether
or not it is going to refute the function.
There is another possible way a machine may refute a function f, i.e., it outputs ⊥
on f in)nitely often. This version actually turns out to be equivalent to RelEx-learning
considered above.
Denition 7. Let M be an IIM. MRelEx′-identi%es a class C (written: C⊆
RelEx′(M)) i2 the following conditions are satis)ed:
(a) C⊆Ex(M).
(b) For all f∈R such that f ∈Ex(M), there exist in)nitely many n such that M(f[n])
=⊥.
Proposition 8. RelEx=RelEx′.
Proof. We )rst show that RelEx⊆RelEx′.
Suppose M RelEx-identi)es C. De)ne M′ as follows:
M′(f[n]) =
{
M(f[n]) if n=0 or M(f[n− 1]) = M(f[n]);
⊥ otherwise:
It is easy to verify that M′ RelEx′-identi)es C.
We now show that RelEx′⊆RelEx. Suppose M RelEx′-identi)es C. De)ne M′ as
follows:
M′(f[n])=
{
M(f[n]) if M(f[n]) =⊥;
n otherwise:
It is easy to verify that M′ Ex-identi)es each f Ex-identi)ed by M. Also, if M
outputs ⊥ on f in)nitely often, then M(f)↑, since it outputs arbitrarily large numbers
on f. It follows that M′ RelEx-identi)es C.
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As it immediately follows from their de)nitions, for any of the learning types RefEx,
WRefEx and RelEx, we get that any recursive function has either to be learned or to
be refuted. We make this point formally precise by stating the following Correctness
Lemma. Informally, this lemma says that for every type of learning refutably and for
every machine that learns in the corresponding sense, one can trust in the correctness
of every hypothesis from N the machine may converge to.
Lemma 9 (Correctness lemma). Let I∈{RefEx;WRefEx;RelEx}. For any C⊆R, any
IIM M with C⊆I(M), and any f∈R, if M(f)↓∈N, then ’M(f)=f.
Proof. We prove the lemma here for RefEx. The remaining cases can be handled
analogously. Let C⊆R and let M be any IIM such that C⊆RefEx. Furthermore, let
f∈R and assume that M(f)↓∈N. Thus, we can conclude that f∈Ex(M). Otherwise
condition (c) in De)nition 5 must have happened, and hence M (f[m])=⊥ for all but
)nitely many m, a contradiction to M(f)↓∈N. Finally, by De)nition 1, part (a), we
directly obtain ’M(f)=f.
Using essentially the idea from Gold [14], (for Ex-identi)cation), for I being any
of the learning criteria considered in this paper, one can show that
There exists an r.e. sequence M0;M1;M2; : : : of total inductive inference machines
such that, for all C∈I, there exists an i∈N such that C⊆I(Mi).
In the following, we assume M0;M1;M2; : : : to be one such sequence of machines.
3. Ex-learning refutably
In this section, we )rst derive several properties of the types of learning refutably de-
)ned above. We then relate these types by their so-called intrinsic complexity. Finally,
we present several characterizations for refutable learnability.
3.1. Properties and relations
We start with exhibiting some properties of the classes being learnable refutably.
Speci)cally, these properties imply that the corresponding learning types are of strictly
increasing power, where already the most stringent of these types, RefEx, turns out
to be of surprising richness. The )rst of these properties consists in that any class
from RefEx can be enriched by including all of its accumulation points. Note that, in
general, this is not possible for the classes from WRefEx and RelEx, as it immediately
follows from the proof of Theorem 16.
Proposition 10. For any C∈RefEx, C ∪ Acc(C)∈RefEx.
Proof. Informally, the result follows from the fact that in any type of refutable learning,
any function f∈R will either be identi)ed or refuted. Since in RefEx-learning an accu-
mulation point can never be refuted, it has to be learned. Formally, suppose C∈RefEx
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as witnessed by some total IIM M. Let g∈R be an accumulation point of C. We claim
that M must Ex-identify g. Assume to the contrary that for some n, M(g[n])=⊥. Then,
by the de)nition of accumulation point, there is a function f∈C such that g[n]⊆f.
Hence M(f[n])=⊥, too, a contradiction to M RefEx-identifying C.
The next proposition shows that RefEx contains “topologically rich”, namely non-
discrete classes, i.e., classes which contain accumulation points. Thus, RefEx is “richer”
than usual Ex-learning without any mind change, since any class being learnable in that
latter sense may not contain any of its accumulation points (cf. [26]). More precisely,
RefEx and Ex-learning without mind changes are set-theoretically incomparable; the
missing direction easily follows from Theorem 53 below.
Proposition 11. RefEx contains non-discrete classes.
Proof. For i∈N, de)ne fi as follows.
fi(x) =
{
0 if x ¡ i;
1 otherwise:
Let C={fi | i∈N}∪ {Zero}. Then, clearly, C is non-discrete and RefEx-learnable.
The following proposition establishes some bound on the topological richness of the
classes from WRefEx.
Denition 12. A class C⊆R is called initially complete i2 for every ∈SEG, there
is a function f∈C such that ⊆f.
Proposition 13. WRefEx does not contain any initially complete class.
Proof. Assume to the contrary that there is an initially complete class C that is
WRefEx-learnable by some total IIM M.
Claim 14. For all ∈SEG, there exists a ∈SEG such that ⊆, and M() =M().
Proof. If for all extensions  of , M()=M(), then M can Ex-identify at most one
extension of . But then C is not initially complete.
Now, let i, i∈N, be de)ned such that i can be obtained e2ectively from i, 0=,
and for all i, i⊆i+1 and M(i) =M(i+1). Note that this is possible due to Claim 14.
Now let f=
⋃
i∈N i. Clearly, f∈R, but M on f makes in)nitely many mind changes.
Thus, M neither Ex-identi)es, nor refutes f. Thus, M does not WRef-identify C.
The following result is needed for proving Theorem 16 below.
Lemma 15. C={f∈R | (∀x∈N)[f(x) =0]} ∈Ex.
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Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction M Ex-identi)es C. For any ∈SEG, let 
be de)ned as follows:
(x) =
{
(x) + 1 if (x) ↓;
↑ otherwise:
Let prog be a recursive function such that, for any program p, ’prog(p)(x)=’p(x) :− 1.
Note that by the s-m-n theorem, there exists such a recursive function prog. Now de)ne
M′()=prog(M()).
It is easy to verify that if M Ex-identi)es C, then M′ Ex-identi)es R. However,
R ∈Ex, see [15]. Thus C ∈Ex.
We are now ready to prove that RefEx, WRefEx and RelEx, respectively, are of
strictly increasing power.
Theorem 16. RefEx⊂WRefEx⊂RelEx.
Proof. RefEx⊆WRefEx⊆RelEx follows easily from the de)nitions and Proposition 8.
We )rst show that WRefEx\RefEx = ∅. For that purpose, we de)ne SEG+=
{f[n] |f∈R& n∈N&(∀x∈N)[f(x) =0]}. Let C={0-ext() | ∈SEG+}. Then
Acc(C)={f∈R | (∀x∈N)[f(x) =0]}, which is not in Ex, by Lemma 15. Thus,
C∪Acc(C) ∈Ex, and hence, C =∈RefEx, by Proposition 10.
In order to show that C∈WRefEx, let prog∈R be a recursive function such that
for any ∈SEG+, prog() is a ’-program for 0-ext(). Let M be de)ned as follows.
M(f[n]) =


⊥ if f[n] ∈ SEG+;
prog() if 0-ext(f[n]) = 0-ext(); for some  ∈ SEG+;
⊥ otherwise:
It is easy to verify that M WRefEx-identi)es C.
We now show that RelEx\WRefEx = ∅. Clearly, FINSUP is initially complete and
FINSUP∈NUM. Since NUM⊆RelEx, see [28], we have that FINSUP∈RelEx. On
the other hand, FINSUP ∈WRefEx by Proposition 13.
As a consequence from the proof of Theorem 16, we can derive that the types
RefEx, WRefEx and RelEx already di2er on recursively enumerable classes.
Corollary 17. RefEx∩NUM⊂WRefEx∩NUM⊂RelEx∩NUM.
Proof. Immediately from the proof of Theorem 16.
We next point out that all the types of learning refutably share a pretty rare, but
desirable property, namely to be closed under union.
Proposition 18. RefEx;WRefEx and RelEx are closed under union.
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Proof. In [28] it was shown that RelEx is closed under union. Now, suppose
I∈{RefEx;WRefEx}, C⊆I(M′) and S⊆I(M′′). Then, de)ne an IIM M as
follows.
M(f[n]) =
{
M′(f[n]) if M′(f[n]) = ⊥;
M′′(f[n]) otherwise:
Thus, informally, M simulates the )rst machine that currently does not refute the given
function. It is easy to verify that C∪S⊆I(M).
Proposition 18 obviously applies also to the union of any )nite number of classes.
RelEx is even closed under the union of any e2ectively given in%nite sequence of
classes, see [28]. However, the latter is not true for both RefEx and WRefEx, as
it can be seen by shattering the class FINSUP into its subclasses of one element
each.
3.2. Intrinsic complexity
There is another )eld where RefEx and WRefEx, on the one hand, and RelEx,
on the other hand, behave di2erently, namely that of intrinsic complexity. The intrin-
sic complexity compares the di7culty of learning by using some reducibility notion,
see [13]. As usual, with every reducibility notion comes a notion of completeness.
Intuitively, a function class is complete for some learning type, if this class is “most
di7cult” to learn among all the classes from this learning type. As we will show, the
types RefEx and WRefEx do not contain such complete classes, while RelEx does.
We now proceed more formally.
Denition 19. A sequence P=p0; p1; : : : of natural numbers is called Ex-admissible
for f∈R i2 P converges to a program p for f.
Denition 20 (Rogers [35]). A recursive operator is an e2ective total mapping,  ,
from (possibly partial) functions to (possibly partial) functions, which satis)es the
following properties:
(a) Monotonicity: For all functions ; ′, if ⊆′ then  ()⊆ (′).
(b) Compactness: For all , if (x; y)∈ (), then there exists a )nite function "⊆
such that (x; y)∈ (").
(c) Recursiveness: For all )nite functions ", one can e2ectively enumerate (in ") all
(x; y)∈ (").
For each recursive operator  , we can e2ectively (from  ) )nd a recursive operator
 ′ such that
(d) for each )nite function ",  ′(") is )nite, and its canonical index can be e2ectively
determined from ", and
(e) for all total functions f,  ′(f)= (f).
This allows us to get a nice e2ective sequence of recursive operators.
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Proposition 21. There exists an eAective enumeration,  0;  1; : : : of recursive oper-
ators satisfying condition (d) above such that, for all recursive operators  , there
exists an i∈N satisfying  (f)= i(f) for all total functions f.
Denition 22 (Freivalds et al. [13]). Let S;C∈Ex. Then S is called Ex-reducible to
C (written: S6ExC) i2 there exist two recursive operators  and # such that for all
f∈S,
(a)  (f)∈C,
(b) for any Ex-admissible sequence P for  (f); #(P) is Ex-admissible for f.
Intuitively, if S is Ex-reducible to C, then C is at least as di7cult to Ex-learn as
S is. Actually, if M Ex-learns C, then S can be Ex-learned by a machine that, on
any function f∈S, outputs the sequence #(M( (f))).
Denition 23. Let I be a learning type and C⊆R. C is called Ex-complete in I i2
C∈I, and for all S∈I; S6ExC.
Theorem 24. Let C∈WRefEx. Then there exists a class S∈RefEx such that S6ExC.
Proof. Suppose C∈WRefEx as witnessed by M. Note that for all recursive functions
f, M(f) converges to a program for f, or converges to ⊥. In particular, there is
no recursive function f on which M makes in)nitely many mind changes. Based on
this we de)ne a class S∈RefEx that is not Ex-reducible to C. Let  0;  1; : : : be
an enumeration of the operators as in Proposition 21. We will construct S, with the
following two properties:
(1) For each i, there exist distinct functions f;f′ in S such that M( i(f))=
M( i(f′)). This would immediately imply that S 6ExC.
(2) S∈RefEx.
For each i, we will de)ne some functions in S, which have f(0)= i. These will be
used to diagonalize against  i (to satisfy (1) above).
For each i, do the following (independent staging construction for each i).
Let 0={(0; i)}. Go to stage 0.
Stage s
1. Put 0-ext(s) and 1-ext(s) in S.
2. Let f0=0-ext(s), and f1=1-ext(s).
3. Search for t, if any, such that M( i(f0[t])) =M( i(f1[t])).
4. If and when such a t is found, pick the least such t.
5. Suppose M( i(fw[t])) =M( i(s)), where w∈{0; 1}.
6. Let s+1=fw[t].
7. Go to stage s+ 1.
End stage s
Claim 25. For each i, there are only %nitely many stages.
Proof. Otherwise M makes in)nitely many mind changes on the recursive function
 i(
⋃
s∈N s).
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For each i, one can e2ectively (in i) enumerate the initial segments which start with
i, but are not extended by any function in S. To see this, consider any ⊇{(0; i)}.
Execute the stages as above, until
(i) a s is de)ned such that ⊆0-ext(s) or ⊆1-ext(s) (in which case  is extended
by a function in S), or
(ii) a stage s is reached such that s is inconsistent with , and s−1⊆ (in which
case  is extended by a function in S i2 ⊆0-ext(s−1) or ⊆1-ext(s−1)), or
(iii) a stage s is reached such that s⊆, and, for f0=0-ext(s) and f1=1-ext(s),
it is observed that M( i(f0[z]))=M( i(f1[z])), for all z6t, and  is inconsistent
with both f0[t] and f1[t] (in which case  is not extended by any function in S).
Note that above exhausts all the possible cases by the construction of S.
Moreover, for each i, there are only )nitely many f such that f(0)= i and f∈S,
and these f can be recursively enumerated (e2ectively in i). It follows that S∈
RefEx.
Now by construction, for each i, (1) is satis)ed, since for the last stage s which
is executed, M( i(0-ext(s)))=M( i(1-ext(s))), where both 0-ext(s) and 1-ext(s)
are in S.
Theorem 24 immediately yields the following result.
Theorem 26. (1) There is no Ex-complete class in RefEx.
(2) There is no Ex-complete class in WRefEx.
In contrast to Theorem 26, RelEx contains an Ex-complete class.
Theorem 27. There is an Ex-complete class in RelEx.
Proof. In [13] it was shown that FINSUP is Ex-complete in Ex. Moreover, FINSUP∈
RelEx, see proof of Theorem 16. Hence, FINSUP is Ex-complete in RelEx.
3.3. Characterizations
We now present several characterizations for RefEx, WRefEx and RelEx. The )rst
group of characterizations relates refutable learning to the established concept of classi-
%cation. The main goal in recursion theoretic classi)cation can be informally described
as follows. Let be given some )nite (or even in)nite) family of function classes. Then,
for an arbitrary function from the union of all these classes, one has to )nd out which of
these classes the corresponding function belongs to, see [4,39,37,36,9]. What we need
in our characterization theorems below will be some special cases of classi)cation,
namely classi)cation where only two classes are involved in the classi)cation process,
more exactly, a class together with its complement; and semi-classi)cation which is
some weakening of classi)cation. Note that the corresponding characterizations using
these kinds of classi)cation are in a sense close to the de)nitions of learning refutably.
Nevertheless, these characterizations are useful in that their characteristic conditions
are easily testable, i.e., they allow to check, whether or not a given class is learnable
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with refutation. Furthermore, they also allow to create classes being learnable refutably
in a given sense.
Let R0; ? denote the class of all computable functions mapping the set N into the
set {0; ?} and being everywhere de)ned.
Denition 28. A class S⊆R is called %nitely semi-classi%able i2 there is c∈R0; ?
such that
(a) for every f∈S, there is an n∈N such that c(f[n])=0,
(b) for every f∈S and for all n∈N; c(f[n])=?.
Intuitively, a class S⊆R is )nitely semi-classi)able if for any function from that
class, after some )nite amount of time one )nds out that the function belongs to the
class, whereas for any other function, i.e., for any function from QS, one )nds out
“nothing”.
Theorem 29. For any C⊆R; C∈RefEx iA C is contained in some class S∈Ex such
that QS is %nitely semi-classi%able.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose C∈RefEx as witnessed by some total IIM M. Let S=
Ex(M). Clearly, C⊆S. Furthermore, (i) for any f∈S and any n∈N, M(f[n]) =⊥,
and (ii) for any f∈ QS, there is n∈N such that M(f[n])=⊥.
Now de)ne c as follows:
c(f[n]) =
{
0 if M(f[n]) = ⊥;
? if M(f[n]) = ⊥:
Clearly, c∈R0; ? and QS is )nitely semi-classi)able by c.
SuBciency. Suppose C⊆S⊆Ex(M), and QS is )nitely semi-classi)able by some
c∈R0; ?. Now de)ne M′ as follows:
M′(f[n]) =
{
M(f[n]) if c(f[n]) =?;
⊥ if c(f[x]) = 0; for some x 6 n:
It is easy to verify that M′ RefEx-identi)es C.
We can apply the characterization of RefEx above in order to show that RefEx
contains “non-trivial” classes. Therefore, let
C = {f |f ∈ R&’f(0) = f&(∀x ∈ N)[f(0)(x)6 f(x + 1)]}:
Clearly, C∈Ex and QC is )nitely semi-classi)able. Hence, by Theorem 29, C is RefEx-
learnable. Moreover, C ∈NUM was shown in [40, Theorem 4.2]. Hence, we get the
following corollary illustrating that RefEx contains “algorithmically rich” classes, that
is classes being not contained in any recursively enumerable class.
Corollary 30. RefEx\NUM = ∅.
We now characterize WRefEx.
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Denition 31 (Wiehagen and Smith [39]). Let C;S⊆R, where C;S are disjoint.
(C;S) is called classi%able i2 there is c∈R0;1 such that for any f∈C and for almost
all n∈N; c(f[n])=0; and for any f∈S and for almost all n∈N; c(f[n])=1.
Thus, intuitively, a pair of disjoint classes C;S is classi)able if for any function
from the union of C and S, in the limit one can )nd out which of the classes C
or S this function belongs to. For characterizing WRefEx, we need a special case
of classi)cation, namely where the classes under consideration form a partition of the
class of all recursive functions, i.e., one class is just the complement of the other.
Denition 32. A class C⊆R is called classi%able i2 (C; QC) is classi)able.
Theorem 33. For any C⊆R, C∈WRefEx iA C is contained in some classi%able class
S∈Ex.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose C∈WRefEx as witnessed by some total IIM M. Let
S= Ex(M). Clearly, C⊆S and S∈Ex. Now de)ne c as follows.
c(f[n]) =
{
0 if M(f[n]) = ⊥;
1 if M(f[n]) = ⊥:
Then, clearly, S is classi)able by c.
SuBciency. Suppose C⊆S⊆Ex(M), and let S be classi)able by some c∈R0;1.
Then, de)ne M′ as follows:
M′(f[n]) =
{
M(f[n]) if c(f[n]) = 0;
⊥ if c(f[n]) = 1:
Clearly, M′ witnesses that C∈WRefEx.
Finally, we give a characterization of RelEx in terms of semi-classi)ability.
Denition 34 (Stephan [37]). A class S⊆R is called semi-classi%able i2 there is c∈
R0; ? such that
(a) for any f∈S and almost all n∈N; c(f[n])=0,
(b) for any f∈ QS and in)nitely many n∈N; c(f[n])=?.
Intuitively, a class of recursive functions is semi-classi)able if for any function from
this class, in the limit one is able to )nd out that this function belongs to the class,
while for any recursive function outside that class, there is no required evidence in the
limit to know where this function comes from.
Theorem 35. For any C⊆R, C∈RelEx iA C is contained in some semi-classi%able
class S∈Ex.
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Proof. Necessity. Suppose C∈RelEx by some total IIM M. Let S=Ex(M). Clearly,
C⊆S. In order to show that S is semi-classi)able, de)ne c as follows:
c(f[n]) =
{
0 if n = 0 or M(f[n− 1]) = M(f[n]);
? if n ¿ 0 and M(f[n− 1]) = M(f[n]):
Now, for any f∈S, M(f)↓, and thus c(f[n])=0 for almost all n∈N. On the other
hand, if f∈ QS then f =∈Ex(M). Consequently, since M is reliable and total, we have
M(f[n − 1]) =M(f[n]) for in)nitely many n∈N. Hence, c(f[n])=? for in)nitely
many n. Thus, S is semi-classi)able by c.
SuBciency. Suppose C⊆S⊆Ex(M). Suppose S be semi-classi)able by some c∈
R0; ?. De)ne M′ as follows:
M′(f[n]) =
{
M(f[n]) if c(f[n]) = 0;
n if c(f[n]) =?:
Clearly, for any f∈S, for almost all n, c(f[n])=0. Hence M′ will Ex-identify f,
since M does so. If f∈ QS, then c(f[n])=? for in)nitely many n. Consequently, M′
diverges on f caused by arbitrarily large outputs. Thus, M′ RelEx-identi)es C.
Note that there is some kind of “dualism” in the characterizations of RefEx and
RelEx above. Indeed, a class is RefEx-learnable in case this class is contained in some
Ex-learnable class the complement of which is )nitely semi-classi)able. In contrast, a
class is RelEx-learnable if this class is contained in an Ex-learnable class that itself
is semi-classi)able.
The characterizations of the second group below, this time for RefEx and RelEx,
signi)cantly di2er from the characterizations presented above in two points. First, the
characteristic conditions are stated here in terms that formally have nothing to do with
learning. And second, the su7ciency proofs are again constructive and they make clear
where the “refuting ability” of the corresponding learning machines in general comes
from. For stating the corresponding characterization of RefEx, we need the following
notions.
Denition 36. A numbering  is called strongly one-to-one i2 there is a recursive
function d of two arguments such that for any distinct i; j∈N, there exists an x¡d(i; j)
such that  i(x) =  j(x).
Obviously, any strongly one-to-one numbering is one-to-one. Moreover, given any
distinct  -indices i and j, the functions  i and  j do not only di2er, but one can
e2ectively compute a bound on the least argument on which these functions di2er.
Denition 37 (Rice [34]). A class *⊆P is called completely r.e. i2 {i |’i∈*} is
recursively enumerable.
Thus, a class of partial recursive functions is completely r.e. if its complete index
set, i.e. the set of all programs of functions from * in the acceptable programming
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system ’, is recursively enumerable. We will need the following characterization of
completely r.e. classes.
Lemma 38 (Rice [34] and Machtey and Yong [25]). For any *⊆P; * is completely
r.e. iA there is an r.e. subset S of SEG such that *={g | g∈P&(∃∈S)[⊆g]}.
Hence, a class * is completely r.e. if for some e2ective class of %nite functions, *
contains exactly all the computable superfunctions of these )nite functions.
Theorem 39. For any C⊆R; C∈RefEx i2 there are numberings  and % such that
(1)  is strongly one-to-one and C⊆P ,
(2) P% is completely r.e. and R% = R .
Proof. Necessity. Without loss of generality assume that C is in)nite.Let C∈RefEx
as witnessed by a total IIM M. Then let
Z = {(z; n) | (∀x ¡ n)[’z(x) ↓] &M(’z[n]) = z&
[n = 0 ∨M(’z[n− 1]) = M(’z[n])]}:
Intuitively, the set Z contains “initial segments” of any function where M might begin
to converge to a correct hypothesis. Let e be a 1–1 recursive function such that Z =
range(e). For any i; j; x∈N , where e(i)=(z; n) and e( j)= (w;m), de)ne
 i(x) =


’z(x) if x ¡ n;
’z(x) if x ¿ n and (∀y 6 x)[’z(y) ↓] and
(∀y | n ¡ y 6 x + 1)[M(’z[y])=M(’z[n])];
↑ otherwise
and d(i; j) = max({n; m}).
Then it can easily be seen that  is a strongly one-to-one numbering as witnessed
by the function d.
In order to show C⊆P we prove a somewhat stronger result which is needed in
the following. Therefore, let S denote the class of all recursive functions that are
Ex-learnable by M. Clearly, C⊆S.
Claim 40. S=R .
Proof. Let f∈S. Then there is a minimal n ∈ N and a z∈N such that ’z=f and
for all m¿n, M(f[m])=z. Consequently, (z; n)∈Z and  i=’z=f, where e(i)=(z; n).
Hence f∈R .
Let now f∈R . Let f= i and e(i)=(z; n). Then  i=’z, since  i=f is everywhere
de)ned. Consequently, for all m¿n; M(f[m])=M(’z[m])=M(’z[n])= z. Hence f
is Ex-learnable by M, and thus f ∈S.
Claim 40 above completes the proof of condition (1).
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In order to show condition (2) let
A = { ∈ SEG |M() = ⊥}:
Clearly, A is recursively enumerable.
Finally, let % be an arbitrary numbering such that
P% = { |  ∈ P&(∃ ∈ A)[ ⊆ ]}:
Obviously, P% is completely r.e. by Lemma 38.
Claim 41. R%=R .
Proof. By Claim 40, it su7ces to prove that R%= QS.
Let f∈R%. Then, by the de)nitions of P% and A, M(f[n])=⊥ for some n. Conse-
quently, f cannot be Ex-learned by M. Hence f∈ QS.
Suppose now f ∈ QS. Then, by de)nition of RefEx, f must be refuted by M. Thus,
M(f[n])=⊥ for some n, and hence f∈P%.
Claim 41 completes the proof of condition (2).
SuBciency. Let  be a strongly one-to-one numbering as witnessed by a correspond-
ing function d. Let % be a numbering such that for some r.e. S⊆SEG, P%={ | ∈P&
(∃∈S)[⊆]}, and R%=R . Then an IIM M that RefEx-learns R ⊇C can be de-
)ned as follows. Let f∈R.
M(f) = “In parallel do both (A) and (B):
(A) Go to stage 0:
Stage i:
Output i: Check if there is j = i such that
f[d(i; j)] ⊆  j
in which case go to stage i + 1:
End Stage i:
(B) Check if there is  ∈ S such that  ⊆ f
in which case output ⊥ forever:”
Claim 42. M Ex-learns any function from R .
Proof. Let f∈R . First note that (B) can never happen, since otherwise f∈R% would
follow, a contradiction to R% and R being disjoint. Let f= z. Then, clearly, for any
i¡z, f[d(i; z)]⊆ z will hold. Hence, in (A), stage z will be reached. But stage z
can never be left, since this would yield f[d(z; j)]⊆ j for some j =z, implying the
contradiction  z =f via [(∃x¡d(z; j))[ z(x) = j(x)]]. Consequently, on f, M will
converge to z, thus Ex-learning f.
Claim 43. M refutes any function from R .
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Proof. For any function f∈R =R%, (B) happens by the de)nition of P%. Hence
M refutes f.
Claims 42 and 43 complete the su7ciency proof.
It follows from the proof of Theorem 39 that in RefEx-learning the processes of
learning and refuting, respectively, can be nicely separated. Actually, in general, a
suitable machine can be provided with two spaces, one for learning,  , and one for
refuting, %. If and when the “search for refutation” in the refutation space has been
successful, then the learning process can be stopped forever. This search for refutation
is based on the property that the whole space for refutation forms a completely r.e. class
P% of partial recursive functions. Then, by the characterization lemma for completely
r.e. classes, any system S of “representatives” for P% can serve as a set of indicators for
refutation. The spaces for learning and for refuting are interconnected by the essential
property that their recursive kernels, R and R%, disjointly exhaust the class of all
recursive functions. This property eventually guarantees that each recursive function
will be either learned or refuted. Note that the above characterization of RefEx is in a
sense “more granular” than the characterization of RefEx by Theorem 29. Intuitively,
the characterization of Theorem 29 requires that one should be able to )nd out anyhow
if the given function does not belong to the class to be learned. The characterization
of Theorem 39 now makes precise how this task can be done. Indeed, the set S may
be thought as just sampling all possibilities of violating the structure of the functions
from the class to be learned, thereby indicating if and when the corresponding function
has to be refuted. Furthermore, note that the RefEx-characterization of Theorem 39
is incremental to a characterization of Ex in that the existence of a numbering with
condition (1) above is just necessary and su7cient for Ex-learning the corresponding
class C, see [38]. Finally, note that the refutation space could be “economized” in the
same strict manner as the learning space, that is, it can be made one-to-one.
The following characterization of RelEx is a slight modi)cation of a result
from [21].
Theorem 44. For every C⊆R, C∈RelEx iA there are a numbering  and a function
d∈R such that
(1) for all f∈R, if Hf={i |f[d(i)]⊆ i} is %nite, then Hf contains a  -index of f,
(2) for every f∈C; Hf is %nite.
Proof. Necessity. Let C∈RelEx as witnessed by some total IIM M, and let
Y = {f[n] |f ∈ R& [n = 0 ∨M(f[n− 1]) = M(f[n])]}:
Suppose e is a 1–1 recursive function such that range(e)=Y . For i; x∈N and e(i)=
f[n], let d(i)=n and
 i(x) =
{
f(x) if x ¡ n;
’M(f[n])(x) otherwise:
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Clearly,  is a numbering and d∈R. Now let f∈R be such that Hf={i0; : : : ; im} is
)nite. Note that Hf must be non-empty, since f[0]∈Y and, hence, by de)nition of
 ; i0∈Hf, where e(i0)=f[0]. For j6m, let "j=e(ij). Without loss of generality, let
m be such that |"m| is maximum among |"j| for j6m. Then, by de)nition of Y and
 ;M(f[n])=M("m), for any n¿|"m|. Hence M converges on f. Since M is reliable,
f=’M("m) follows. Moreover, by the de)nition of  , we have  im =f. Consequently,
Hf contains a  -index of f. This proves condition (1). For showing condition (2)
suppose f∈C. Then M converges on f. Consequently, there are at most )nitely many
n∈N such that f[n]∈Y . By de)nition of  , this implies that Hf is )nite.
SuBciency. Informally, an IIM reliably learning C, on every function f∈R, searches
for all the elements of the set Hf and applies the amalgamation technique, see [10],
to this set. In order to proceed more formally, let c∈R be such that for any i∈N,
 i=’c(i). Let amal be a recursive function mapping any )nite set I of  -indices to
a ’-index such that for any x∈N, ’amal(I)(x) is de)ned by running ’c(i)(x) for every
i∈I in parallel and taking the )rst value obtained, if any. For any f∈R and n∈N, let
Hf;n = {i | i 6 n&d(i)6 n & (∀x ¡ d(i))[c(i)(x)6 n&’c(i)(x) = f(x)]}:
Intuitively, Hf;n is the set of all  -indices i such that i∈Hf can be veri)ed within a
uniformly (in n) bounded number of computation steps. Let
H+f;n = {i | i ∈ Hf;n &(∀x ¡ n)[c(i)(x)6 n ⇒ ’c(i)(x) = f(x)]}:
Thus, H+f; n is the subset of Hf;n consisting of all indices i such that on any argument less
than n;  i does not contradict f within n steps of computation. Finally, let Hf;−1=∅.
Then de)ne an IIM M as follows:
M(f[n]) = “If Hf;n = Hf;n−1 = ∅; then output amal(H+f;n):
If Hf;n = ∅ or Hf;n = Hf;n−1; then output n:′′
Claim 45. For any f∈R, if Hf is %nite, then M Ex-identi%es f.
Proof. By assumption of the claim we can conclude limn→∞Hf;n=Hf. Therefore,
H+f;n= limn→∞Hf;n exists, and H
+
f contains exactly every i∈Hf such that  i is a
subfunction of f, including some  -index of f, by condition (1). Clearly, M(f[n])
converges to j=amal(H+f ), and ’j=f.
By Claim 45 and condition (2), M identi)es C.
It remains to show that M works reliably.
Claim 46. For any f∈R, if M converges on f, then M Ex-identi%es f.
Proof. By Claim 45, it su7ces to prove that if M converges on f, then Hf is )nite.
Suppose to the contrary that Hf is in)nite. Then, by de)nition of M, M diverges on
f, a contradiction.
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This completes the proof of su7ciency.
Theorem 44 instructively clari)es where the ability to learn reliably may come from.
Mainly, it comes from the properties of a well-chosen space of hypotheses. In any such
space  exhibited by Theorem 44, for any function f from the class to be learned,
there are only )nitely many “candidates” for  -indices of f, the set Hf. This %niteness
of Hf together with the fact that Hf then contains a  -index of f, make sure that the
amalgamation technique succeeds in learning any such f. Conversely, the in%nity of
this set Hf of candidates automatically ensures that the learning machine as de)ned
in the su7ciency proof of Theorem 44 diverges on f. This is achieved by causing
the corresponding machine to output arbitrarily large hypotheses on every function
f∈R with Hf being in)nite.
4. Exa-learning and Bca-learning refutably
In this section, we consider Ex-learning and Bc-learning with anomalies refutably.
Again, we will derive both strengths and weaknesses of refutable learning. As it turns
out, many results of standard learning, i.e., without refutation, stand refutably. Specif-
ically, this yields several hierarchies for refutable learning. Furthermore, we show that
in general one cannot trade the strictness of the refutability constraints for the liberality
of the learning criteria.
For ; ′∈P and a∈N, we write =a ′ and =∗ ′ i2 card({x | (x) =′(x)})6a
and card({x | (x) =′(x)})¡∞, respectively.
Denition 47 (Gold [15], Blum and Blum [6] and Case and Smith [10]). Let a∈N∪
{∗}, let f∈R and let M be an IIM.
(a) M Exa-identi%es f (written: f∈Exa(M)) just in case, there exists an i such that
M(f)↓= i and ’i=af.
(b) M Exa-identi%es C i2 M Exa-identi)es each f∈C.
(c) Exa={C⊆R | (∃M)[C⊆Exa(M)]}.
Thus, in Exa-learning the )nal hypothesis may be slightly incorrect in that it is
allowed to contain at most a anomalies. Note that Ex=Ex0.
Denition 48 (BQarzdiSnTs [2] and Case and Smith [10]). Let a∈N∪{∗}, let f∈R and
let M be an IIM.
(a) M Bca-identi%es f (written: f∈Bca(M)) i2, for all but )nitely many n∈N,
’M(f[n])=af.
(b) M Bca-identi%es C i2 M Bca-identi)es each f∈C.
(c) Bca={C⊆R | (∃M)[C⊆Bca(M)]}.
Note that Bc=Bc0.
Harrington [10] showed that R∈Bc∗. Thus, we shall consider mainly Bca for a∈N
in the following.
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We can now de)ne IExa and IBca for I∈{Ref ;WRef ;Rel} analogously to De)ni-
tions 5, 6, and 7. We only give the de)nitions of RefExa and RelBca as examples.
Denition 49. Let a∈N∪{∗} and let M be an IIM. M RefExa-identi%es C i2
(a) C⊆Exa(M).
(b) For all f∈Exa(M), for all n, M(f[n]) =⊥.
(c) For all f∈R such that f =∈Exa(M), there exists an n such that (∀m¡n)[M(f[m])
=⊥] and (∀m¿n)[M(f[m])=⊥].
Denition 50 (Kinber and Zeugmann [23]). Let a∈N∪{∗} and let M be an IIM. M
RelBca-identi%es C i2
(a) C⊆Bca(M).
(b) For all f∈R such that f =∈Bca(M), there exist in)nitely many n such that M(f[n])
=⊥.
Note that the learning types RelExa and RelBca were studied )rstly in [22] and
[23], respectively.
Our )rst result points out some weakness of learning refutably. It shows that there
are classes which, on the one hand, are easy to learn in the standard sense of Ex-
learning without any mind change, but, on the other hand, which are not learnable
refutably, even if we allow both the most liberal type of learning refutably, namely
reliable learning, and the very rich type of Bc-learning with an arbitrarily large number
of anomalies. For proving this result, we need the following proposition.
Proposition 51. (a) For any a∈N and any ∈SEG, {f∈R | ⊆f} =∈Bca.
(b) For any a∈N and any ∈SEG0;1, {f∈R0;1 | ⊆f} =∈Bca.
Proof. We only show part (a). Part (b) can be shown similarly. Suppose by way of
contradiction that a∈N and ∈SEG are such that {f∈R | ⊆f}∈Bca. Suppose M
Bca-identi)es {f∈R | ⊆f}. Let gf be de)ned as follows:
gf(x) =
{
(x) if x ¡ ||
f(x − ||) otherwise:
Let gf[n]=gf[n+ ||].
Let prog be a recursive function such that ’prog(p)(x)=’p(x + ||).
De)ne M′ as follows: M′(f[n])=prog(M(gf[n])). It is easy to verify that if M
Bca-identi)es gf, then M′ Bca-identi)es f. It follows that M′ Bca-identi)es R. This
contradicts the Bca-hierarchy theorem in [10], and thus the proposition follows.
Next, we de)ne Ex-learning without mind changes, or, equivalently, %nite learning.
Informally, here the learning machine has “one shot” only to do its learning task.
Denition 52 (Gold [15]). Let f∈R and let M be an IIM.
(a) M Fin-identi%es f (written: f∈Fin(M)) i2 there is n∈N such that for any x¡n,
M(f[x])=?, M(f[n])∈N, and ’M(f[n])=f.
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(b) M Fin-identi%es C i2 M Fin-identi)es each f∈C.
(c) Fin={C⊆R | (∃M)[C⊆Fin(M)}.
Theorem 53. For all a∈N, Fin\RelBca =∅.
Proof. Let C={f∈R0;1 |f =Zero&’min({x |f(x)=1})=f}. Clearly, C∈Fin. Suppose
by way of contradiction that M RelBca-identi)es C. Then, by Kleene recursion theorem
[35], there exists an e such that ’e may be de)ned in stages as follows. Let ’e(x)=0,
for x¡e, and ’e(e)=1.
Let ’se denote ’e de)ned before stage s. Go to stage 0.
Stage s.
1. Search for a ∈SEG0;1 properly extending ’se such that M()=⊥.
2. If and when such a  is found, let ’s+1e =, and go to stage s+ 1.
End stage s
We consider two cases.
Case 1. All stages )nish (i.e., step 1 succeeds in all stages).
In this case ’e∈R∩C, and M outputs ⊥ on in)nitely many initial segments of ’e.
Case 2. Stage s starts but does not )nish.
In this case, by de)nition of RelBca, M must Bca-identify {f∈R0;1 |’se⊆f}, a
contradiction to Proposition 51.
From the above cases it follows that M does not RelBca-identify C.
Next we show that allowing anomalies can help in learning refutably. Indeed, while
Exa+1\Exa =∅ was shown in [10], we now strengthen this result to RefEx-learning
with anomalies. Therefore, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 54. For every a∈N, there exists a function p∈R such that, for all i∈N:
(a) range(’p(i))⊆{0; 1}.
(b) ’p(i) is unde%ned on at most a+ 1 inputs.
(c) ’p(i)(i)=1, and, for all x¡i, ’p(i)(x)=0.
(d) {f∈R0;1 |’p(i)⊆f}*Exa(Mi).
Proof. The lemma is proved by a modi)cation of the proof of Exa+1\Exa =∅ in [10].
By the parameterized recursion theorem [35], there exists a recursive function p such
that ’p(i) may be de)ned in stages as follows: ’p(i)(i)=1, and ’p(i)(x)=0, for x¡i.
Let xs denote the least x such that ’p(i)(x) has not been de)ned before stage s.
Go to stage 0.
Stage s
1. Dovetail steps 2 and 3, until step 2 succeeds. If and when step 2 succeeds,
go to step 4.
2. Search for a ∈SEG0;1 such that
(x)=’p(i)(x), for x¡xs,
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(x)↓, for xs6x6xs + a,
(x)=0 or unde)ned, for x¿xs + a,
and Mi() =Mi(’p(i)[xs]).
3. For x=xs + a+ 1 to ∞
Let ’p(i)(x)=0.
EndFor
4. If and when such a  is found let,
5. ’p(i)(x)=(x), for x¡|| such that ’p(i)(x) has not been de)ned upto now.
6. Go to stage s+ 1.
End stage s
Fix i. (a) and (c) clearly hold. We now consider two cases.
Case 1. All stages terminate.
In this case ’p(i) is total. Thus (b) is satis)ed. Also due to step 5, Mi changes its
mind in)nitely often on ’p(i).
Case 2. Stage s starts but does not terminate.
In this case ’p(i) is unde)ned only on {x | xs6x6xs + a}, thus (b) is satis)ed. Also,
for all f∈R0;1 such that ’p(i)⊆f, Mi(f)=Mi(’p(i)[xs]). Let e=Mi(’p(i)[xs]). Let g
be de)ned as follows:
g(x) =


’p(i)(x) if x ¡ xs or x ¿ xs + a;
0 if xs 6 x 6 xs + a; and ’e(x) ↑;
1 :− ’e(x) otherwise:
It is easy to verify that g∈R0;1, g⊇’p(i), and Mi(g)↓=Mi(’p(i)[xs])=e. However,
’e =ag, since g(x) =’e(x), for xs6x6xs + a. Thus (d) holds.
Lemma follows from above cases.
Theorem 55. For all a∈N, RefExa+1\Exa =∅.
Proof. Let p be as in Lemma 54. Let Ci={Zero}∪ {f∈R0;1 |’p(i)⊆f}. Let C=⋃
i∈N Ci. By Lemma 54(d), it follows that C =∈Exa.
Now de)ne M as follows. Let z be a program for Zero. Let MinO()= min({x | (x)
=1}),
M()
1. If ⊆Zero, then output z.
Else, let i=MinO().
2. If there exists an x such that ’p(i)(x) converges in at most || steps, and ’p(i)(x) =
(x), then output ⊥.
Else output p(i).
End M()
Clearly, M Exa+1-identi)es C. If f =∈C, then let i=MinO(f). Now, there must
exist an x such that f(x) =’p(i)(x). Thus, M on some initial segment of f, outputs
⊥. Also, if M()=⊥, then M()=⊥, for all extensions  of .
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It follows that M RefExa+1-identi)es C.
Clearly, from Theorem 55 we immediately get the following hierarchy results, where
the last one was already obtained in [22].
Corollary 56. For every a∈N,
(1) RefExa⊂RefExa+1,
(2) WRefExa⊂WRefExa+1,
(3) RelExa⊂RelExa+1.
A proof similar to Lemma 54 can be used to show that
Lemma 57. There exists a function p∈R such that, for all i; j∈N:
(a) range(’p(〈i; j〉))⊆{0; 1}.
(b) ’p(〈i; j〉) is unde%ned on at most j + 1 inputs.
(c) ’p(〈i; j〉)(〈i; j〉)=1, and, for all x¡〈i; j〉, ’p(〈i; j〉)(x)=0.
(d) {f∈R0;1 |’p(〈i; j〉)⊆f}*Exj(Mi).
Now a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 55 can be used to show the following
result. Notice that Ex∗\⋃a∈N Exa =∅ was proved in [10].
Theorem 58. RefEx∗\⋃a∈N Exa =∅.
From Theorem 55 we can derive further corollaries. Therefore, we need the following
notation. For ∈P, let cyl be de)ned as follows: cyl(〈x; y〉)=(x). For C⊆R, let
cylC={cylf|f∈C}.
Proposition 59. (a) If C∈RefBc, then cylC∈RefBc.
(b) cylC∈Ex∗ iA cylC∈Ex iA C∈Ex.
Proof. (a) Suppose M RefBc-identi)es C.
For any , let uncyl be de)ned as follows. Let f(x)=(〈x; 0〉). Let m be the
smallest value such that f is not de)ned. Then, let uncyl=f[m]. It is easy to
verify that, for all g; n, uncylcylg[n]⊆g. Moreover, limn→∞ |uncylcylg[n]|=∞.
Let progcyl(p) be a program obtained e2ectively from p for cyl’p . Now de)ne M
′
as follows:
M′() =


⊥ if (∃x; y; z)[(〈x; y〉) ↓= (〈x; z〉) ↓];
⊥ if M(uncyl) = ⊥;
progcyl(p) if M(uncyl) = p and
¬(∃x; y; z)[(〈x; y〉) ↓= (〈x; z〉) ↓]:
It is easy to verify that M′ RefBc-identi)es cylC.
Assertion (b) is an easy consequence of the corresponding de)nitions.
In [10], Ex∗⊆Bc was shown. This result also holds for all of our types of refutable
learning.
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Proposition 60. For I∈{Ref ;WRef ;Rel}, IEx∗⊆IBc.
Proof. Suppose C∈IEx∗ as witnessed by M. Here for RelEx∗-identi)cation,
we assume that M is doing the identi)cation in the sense of De)nition 7 (that is if
f =∈Ex∗(M), then M on f outputs ⊥ in)nitely often). Suppose C∈Bc as witnessed
by M′ (since Ex∗⊆Bc, such an M′ exists). De)ne M′′ as follows:
M′′(f[n]) =
{
M′(f[n]) if M(f[n]) = ⊥;
⊥ otherwise:
It is easy to verify that M′′ IBc-identi)es C.
In [10] it was proved that Bc\Ex∗ =∅. This result holds refutably, as our next
corollary shows.
Corollary 61. RefBc\Ex∗ =∅.
Proof. By Theorem 55, there exists a class C∈RefEx1\Ex. Thus, by Proposition 60,
there exists a class C∈RefBc\Ex. Now, cylC∈RefBc\Ex∗, by Proposition 59.
The next corollary points out that already RefEx1 contains “algorithmically rich”
classes of predicates.
Corollary 62. RefEx1 ∩ 2R0;1*NUM ∩ 2R0;1 .
Proof. Let a=0, and let C∈2R0;1 be de)ned as in the proof of Theorem 55. Then, by
that proof, C∈RefEx1\Ex. Hence C =∈NUM, since NUM⊆Ex, see [15].
Corollary 62 can be even strengthened by replacing RefEx1 with RefEx. This an-
other time exhibits the richness of already the most stringent of our types of learning
refutably.
Theorem 63. RefEx ∩ 2R0;1*NUM ∩ 2R0;1 .
Proof. Let (∀nx) denote for all but at most n of x. That is, (∀nx)[P(x)], denotes
card({x | ¬P(x)})6n. In [8] it was shown that there exist recursive functions g and p
such that for each e, the following three conditions are satis)ed:
(a) ’p(e)(e)=1 and, for x¡e, ’p(e)(x)=0.
(b) domain(’p(e)) is either N or an initial segment of N and range(’p(e))⊆{0; 1}.
(c) If ’e is total, then
(c.1) ’p(e) is total,
(c.2) (∀j)(∀j+1x¿max({e; j})) [(∃y6x) [’j(y) =’p(e)(y)] ∨ [p(e)(x) 6 g(e; x;
j(x))]], and
(c.3) (∀j |’j=’p(e))(∀∞x)[j(x)¿’e(x)].
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Let C={’p(e) |’e is total}. It was shown in [8] that this class contains arbitrarily
complex functions from R0;1 (based on clause (c.3) above), and thus C =∈NUM.
We now de)ne an IIM that RefEx-learns C. Let q be a program for Zero.
M(f[n]) =


q if (∀x ¡ n)[f(x) = 0];
p(e) if e ¡ n&f(e) = 1& (∀x ¡ e)[f(x) = 0]&
¬[(∃x ¡ n)[p(e)(x) ¡ n&’p(e)(x) = f(x)]]&;
¬[(∃j6n)(∃S⊆N|card(S)=j+2;min(S)¿max({e; j}))
[(∀y 6 max(S))[j(y)6 n&’j(y) = f(y)]&
(∀x ∈ S)[p(e)(x) ¿ g(e; x; j(x))]]];
⊥ otherwise:
It is easy to verify that M RefEx-identi)es C. Theorem follows.
Note that Theorem 63 contrasts a known result on reliable Ex-learning. Actually, if
we require the Ex-learning machine’s reliability not only on the set R of all recursive
functions, but even on the set of all total functions, then all the classes of recursive
predicates belonging to this latter type turn out to be in NUM, see [16].
We now prove the analogue to Theorem 55 for Bca-learning rather than Exa-learning.
Note that Bca+1\Bca =∅ was shown in [10]. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 64. For any a∈N, there exist a recursive function p and a partial recursive
function q such that, for all i:
(a) The following three conditions hold:
(a.1) for all j, range(’p(i; j))⊆{0; 1},
(a.2) ’p(i;0)(i)=1,
(a.3) for all x¡i, ’p(i;0)(x)=0.
(b) Either {x | q(i; x)↓}=N or there exists an s such that {x | q(i; x)↓}={x | x6 s}.
(c) If {x | q(i; x)↓}=N, then the following two conditions hold:
(c.1) for all j, ’p(i; j)=a+1’p(i;0),
(c.2) ’p(i;0)∈R and ’p(i;0) =∈Bca(Mi).
(d) If {x | q(i; x)↓}={x | x6s}, then the following three conditions hold:
(d.1) ’p(i;0)⊆’p(i; s),
(d.2) ’p(i; s)∈R and ’p(i; s) =∈Bca(Mi),
(d.3) for all j such that 16 j¡s, domain(’p(i; j))=domain(’p(i;0)) and ’p(i; j)=a+1
’p(i;0).
Proof. The lemma is proved using a modi)cation of the proof of Bca+1\Bca =∅ in
[10]. By the Operator Recursion Theorem [7], there exists a recursive p such that
’p(i; j) may be de)ned as follows. For a )xed i, we will de)ne ’p(i;·), and q(i; ·),
in stages as follows. The construction can be easily seen to be e2ective in i. Note
that if ’p(i;j)(x) (respectively, q(i; y)) is not de)ned in stages below then ’p(i;j)(x)↑
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(respectively, q(i; y)↑). Initially, let
q(i; 0) = 0;
’p(i;0)(i) = 1; and
’p(i;0)(x) = 0; for x ¡ i:
Let xs denote the least x such that ’p(i;0)(x) has not been de)ned before stage s. Thus,
x1= i + 1. Go to stage 1.
Stage s
1. Let q(i; s)=0.
For x¡xs, let ’p(i;s)(x)=’p(i;0)(x).
2. Let f=0-ext(’p(i;0)).
3. Dovetail steps 4 and 5 until step 4 succeeds. If and when step 4 succeeds,
go to step 6.
4. Search for a set Ss of cardinality a+ 1 and ms¿xs such that
(∀x∈Ss)[x¿ms & ’M(f[ms])(x)↓].
5. For x=xs to ∞ do
Let ’p(i; s)(x)=0.
EndFor
6. If and when such an Ss and ms are found,
let w= max(Ss ∪{x |’p(i; s)(x) was de)ned in step 5 above}).
6.1. For x∈Ss, let ’p(i;0)(x)=1 :− ’M(f[ms])(x).
6.2. For xs6x6w such that x =∈ Ss, let ’p(i;0)(x)=0.
6.3. For xs6x6w such that ’p(i; s)(x) has not been de)ned upto now, let
’p(i; s)(x)=0.
6.4. Let ’p(i; s) follow ’p(i;0) from now on. That is, for x¿w such that ’p(i; s)(x)
has not been de)ned upto now, ’p(i; s)(x) is made to be same as ’p(i;0)(x)
whenever, if ever, ’p(i;0)(x) gets de)ned.
(* This ensures that ’p(i; s) and ’p(i;0) are same on all x =∈ Ss *).
6.5. Go to stage s+ 1.
(* Note that xs+1=w + 1. *)
End stage s
Fix i. Clearly, parts (a) and (b) of the lemma are satis)ed. To show parts (c) and
(d) we consider two cases.
Case 1. All stages terminate.
In this case q(i; x) is de)ned for all x. Property (c.1) holds due to step 6.4. (Note
that ’p(i; s) and ’p(i;0) are same on all x =∈ Ss.)
Also, due to step 6.1, for all s, ’M(’p(i; 0)[ms]) =a’p(i;0). Thus (c.2) is satis)ed.
Case 2. Stage s starts but does not terminate.
In this case q(i; x) is de)ned for x6s, and unde)ned for x¿s. Property (d.1) clearly
holds due to step 1. Property (d.2) holds since, for all but )nitely many m, ’M(’p(i; s)[m])
is )nite (otherwise step 4 would succeed). Comment at the end of step 6.4 implies
(d.3).
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This proves the lemma.
Theorem 65. For all a∈N, RefBca+1\Bca =∅.
Proof. Let p and q be as in Lemma 64. Let
Ci =
{ {’p(i;0)} if {x | q(i; x) ↓}=N;
{f∈R0;1 |’p(i;0) ⊆ f&f=a+1’p(i;s)} if {x | q(i; x) ↓}={x | x6s}:
Let C={Zero}∪ ⋃i∈N Ci.
We claim that C∈RefBca+1\Bca. By Lemma 64, it follows that Ci*Bca(Mi).
Thus, C =∈Bca.
Let
MinO()= min({x | (x)=1}),
Z1 = { ∈ SEG0;1 | * Zero& MinO() = i&(∃x ∈ N)[’p(i;0)(x) ↓= (x) ↓]};
Z2 = { ∈ SEG0;1 | * Zero&MinO() = i&
(∃s ∈ N)(∃S ⊆ N | card(S) = a+ 2)[q(i; s) ↓ &
(∀x ∈ S)[’p(i;s)(x) ↓= (x)↓]]}:
The following claim follows easily from the de)nition of C.
Claim 66. f∈C iA (∀n∈N)[f[n] =∈Z1 ∪Z2].
Note that Z1 and Z2 are recursively enumerable. Let Z s1 and Z
s
2 , respectively, denote
Z1; Z2 enumerated upto s steps in some standard recursive enumeration.
Now de)ne M as follows. Let z denote a program for Zero.
M() =


z if  ⊆ Zero
⊥ if (∃ ⊆ )[ ∈ Z ||1 ∪ Z ||2 ];
p(i; s) otherwise; where MinO() = i; and
s = max({x 6 || |q(i; x) converges within || steps}):
It is easy to verify that
(i) if f =∈C, then M(f[m])=⊥ for all but )nitely many m. Moreover, M()=⊥
implies M(′)=⊥ for all extensions ′ of ,
(ii) if f=Zero then M outputs z as its only program on f,
(iii) if f∈Ci and {x | q(i; x)↓}=N, then M Bca+1-identi)es f, due to property (c.1)
in Lemma 64,
(iv) if f∈Ci and {x | q(i; x)↓}={x | x6s}, then M(f) converges to p(i; s), which is
an a+ 1 error program for f (by de)nition of Ci).
It thus follows that C∈RefBca+1.
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Again, Theorem 65 yields the following hierarchies, where the last one solves an
open problem from [22].
Corollary 67. For every a∈N,
(1) RefBca⊂RefBca+1,
(2) WRefBca⊂WRefBca+1,
(3) RelBca⊂RelBca+1.
Proposition 68. RefBc∗\⋃a∈N Bca =∅.
Proof. Since R∈Bc∗, see [10], we have that R∈RefBc∗. Since R =∈⋃a∈N Bca, see
[10], proposition follows.
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 16 we have derived that FINSUP =∈WRefEx.
This result will now be strengthened for WRefBca-learning and then used in the next
corollary below.
Theorem 69. For every a∈N, FINSUP =∈WRefBca.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction that M WRefBca-identi)es FINSUP.
Claim 70. (a) For all , there exists a  ⊇  such that M() =⊥.
(b) For all , there exists a  ⊇  such that M()=⊥.
Proof. Part (a) holds, since otherwise M does not Bc-identify 0-ext(). Part (b) holds
since M cannot Bca-identify all extensions of .
Now de)ne i; i as follows. 0=. Let i be an extension of i such that M(i)=⊥.
Let i+1 be an extension of i such that M(i) =⊥. Note that all i and i are de)ned
by Claim 70 and can be e2ectively obtained. Now M outputs ⊥ in)nitely often on⋃
i∈N i, without converging to ⊥. A contradiction to M WRefBca-identifying FINSUP.
Theorem follows.
The following corollary points out the relative strength of RelEx-learning over
WRefBca-learning. In other words, in general, one cannot compensate a stricter refut-
ability constraint by a more liberal learning criterion.
Corollary 71. For all a∈N, RelEx\WRefBca =∅.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 69, since FINSUP∈RelEx.
Our )nal result exhibits the strength of WRefEx-learning over RelBca-learning.
Thus, it is in the same spirit as Corollary 71 above.
Theorem 72. For all a∈N, WRefEx\RefBca =∅.
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Proof. Let
i(x) =


0 if x ¡ i;
1 if x = i;
↑ otherwise:
De)ne Ci as follows:
Ci =


{0-ext()} if  is the least extension (in SEG0;1) of i
such that Mi() = ⊥;
∅ otherwise:
Let C={Zero} ∪⋃i∈N Ci. It is easy to verify that C∈WRefEx. Suppose by way of
contradiction that Mi RefBca-identi)es C. Then, we consider two cases.
Case 1. There exists an extension ′ (in SEG0;1) of i such that Mi(′)=⊥.
In this case, let  be least such ′. Now 0-ext()∈Ci, but Mi()=⊥.
Case 2. There does not exist an extension ′ (in SEG0;1) of i such that Mi(′)=⊥.
In this case Mi must Bca-identify all f∈R0;1 such that i⊆f. However, this con-
tradicts Proposition 51.
From the above cases it follows that Mi does not RefBca-identify C.
Note that Theorems 53, 69 and 72, and Corollary 71 hold even if we replace Bca
by any criterion of inference for which Proposition 51 holds.
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